We consider electromagnetic emission from a Josephson junction (JJ) in a resistive state in an external magnetic field and derive the radiation power from the dielectric layer inside a JJ directly into outside dielectric media. Matching the electric and magnetic fields at the JJ edges, we find dynamic boundary conditions for the phase difference in JJ. We find that the fraction of the power transformed into radiation is determined by the dissipation inside the JJ. It tends to unity as dissipation vanishes independently of the mismatch of the junction and dielectric media impedances.
We consider electromagnetic emission from a Josephson junction (JJ) in a resistive state in an external magnetic field and derive the radiation power from the dielectric layer inside a JJ directly into outside dielectric media. Matching the electric and magnetic fields at the JJ edges, we find dynamic boundary conditions for the phase difference in JJ. We find that the fraction of the power transformed into radiation is determined by the dissipation inside the JJ. It tends to unity as dissipation vanishes independently of the mismatch of the junction and dielectric media impedances. DOI Renewed interest in electromagnetic radiation from Josephson junctions (JJs) is motivated by two independent recent developments. First, intrinsic JJs in layered superconductors have been proposed as a source of electromagnetic radiation in the terahertz frequency range [1] . Experimentally, radiation from the high-temperature superconductor Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCu 2 O 8 was detected by Hechtfischer et al. [2] only at relatively low frequencies, 7-16 GHz. Therefore, it would be interesting to estimate the possible radiation power in such a system at higher frequencies and find the optimal conditions for generation. Second, there is the prospect of using a single JJ in the quantum regime as a qubit for quantum computation [3] , which requires long decoherence times. Radiation into free space limits decoherence time in this system. For both the above cases direct radiation from the dielectric layer inside JJ into outside dielectric media is important. In addition to such direct radiation, there may also be radiation from the external part of the circuit containing JJ (load). For this part JJ plays the role of oscillator providing ac current. Such an indirect radiation from a load induced by JJ was in the focus of many studies; for a review see, e.g., Ref. [4] . A mathematical description of JJ with the capacitively coupled load was discussed in Ref. [5] . In the following we discuss only the direct radiation important for problems outlined above and we ignore radiation and dissipation in the external part of the circuit. Though the study of radiation from Josephson oscillations has a long history, little attention was paid to such direct radiation.
In the case of a single JJ, weak radiation from flux flow directly into the waveguide with the power P rad 10 ÿ12 W was detected a long time ago [6, 7] soon after the prediction by Josephson. It was understood [8] that flux flow induces electromagnetic (Swihart) waves inside a JJ, and they are partially transmitted outside when they hit the JJ edges. From measurements of the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics, Langenberg et al. [7] found the power P IV fed into the junction and the power conversion efficiency, Q P rad =P 10 ÿ5 . It was argued that Q is mainly determined by a ratio of the impedances of the JJ modeled as a strip line and the waveguide [7, 9] :
where is the London penetration length of the superconducting leads, d is the thickness of the insulating layer, " i is its dielectric constant, and w is the junction width. Equation (1) gives Q Z 10 ÿ5 for the studied junction in agreement with the experimental value. Thus the low radiation power from JJ was attributed to the mismatch between the impedances of the junction and the waveguide. To the best of our knowledge, neither deeper theoretical treatment of direct radiation nor quantitative analysis of experimental radiation from JJ directly into the dielectric media was made after that. On the other hand, significant progress has been made in the practical extraction of JJgenerated microwave power into waveguides and striplines so that it became possible to use Josephson oscillators in high-frequency devices; see, e.g., the recent review [10] and references therein.
Meanwhile, the impedance-matching approach in its simplest and most common form [9] implicitly assumes that the electromagnetic wave propagating inside JJ has only one attempt to escape decaying before the reflected wave reaches another edge. This approach is satisfactory only in the case of JJ with a high level of dissipation. At low dissipation rate reflections lead to the formation of almost standing Swihart waves inside a JJ. In this case Q strongly depends on the dissipation and approaches unity as dissipation vanishes. Then the question turns out to be what are the limitations on P rather than on Q. For that, the electromagnetic field should be expressed via the phase difference ' and equations for ' should be solved. On the other hand, standard analysis of transport properties of finite-size JJs uses the sine-Gordon equation for ' and zero-derivative boundary conditions for the oscillating phase at the edges [9, 11, 12] . For such boundary conditions direct radiation is absent.
In this Letter we reconsider this problem and derive the power of direct radiation from a single JJ in the classical regime. Our rigorous approach is based on the solution of the Maxwell equations inside the superconducting leads and in outside space, which allowed us to find ac electric and magnetic fields in terms of '. Then we formulate an accurate dynamic boundary condition for the oscillating phase inside the JJ. Next, we solve analytically the equation for ' with dynamic boundary conditions in the linear regime and find the radiation power.
To derive direct radiation due to Josephson oscillations, one has to match oscillating fields inside the junction and in the superconducting leads with the wave solution outside the JJ. We consider a JJ with the length l located at ÿl < x < 0 and bounded by a dielectric with dielectric constant " d ; see Fig. 1 , where 2 d. We consider the simplest situation when the JJ width along the z direction, w, is much larger than both J and the wavelength of the outcoming electromagnetic wave. We consider the JJ in resistive state and assume that its phase ' oscillates with the Josephson frequency ! generating oscillating electric (E x and E y ) and magnetic (B z ) fields inside the JJ and in the superconducting leads. Our task is to find spatial distribution of these fields and match them with outside fields to find the equation and boundary conditions for '. We first derive the equation for the oscillating magnetic field inside the superconducting leads. We use a complex representation for the oscillating fields and phase, e.g., 'x; t h 'x; ti t P !>0 Re ' ! xe ÿi!t , where h. . .i t means time average. The phase gradient is connected with the magnetic field inside the junction and supercurrents flowing along the junction at the opposite sides as
From Maxwell equations, the material equation for supercurrent, J c=4 2 0 =2r ÿ A q E, the London relation for the electric field, E ÿ4 2 i!=cJ, and Eq. (2), we derive the following equation for the oscillating magnetic field inside the leads ( ÿ l < x < 0) at d :
! with k ! !=c. We ignore small contribution to the magnetic field from the dc current flowing via the JJ. The total ac electric field inside the JJ is composed of the field inside the dielectric layer and the field inside the leads,
The boundary condition for ' ! x follows from the boundary condition for the electric field, ÿi!" d E x 0; y ÿ "E x ÿ0; y 4J x ÿ0; y.
As E x ÿ0; y ÿi!4 2 =c 2 J x ÿ0; y, we obtain
As the electric field E x 0; y is continuous at y 0, this means that J x 0; y also must be continuous and from Eq. (2) in the limit d we obtain
We can represent the solution of Eq. (3) near the edge 
Using the Maxwell equation r x B z i!" i =cE y ÿ 4=cJ y , the Josephson relation E y x; 0 ÿi! 0 ' ! x=2cd, and Eq. (7), we find the nonlocal equation for the oscillating phase
where s ! x is the complex amplitude of the oscillating Josephson current, sin 'x; t P !>0 Res ! x expÿi!t, and t ! p t 0 =2J c cd is the damping due to the tunneling quasiparticle conductivity. A similar nonlocal equation has been derived by Gurevich [13] .
At this stage we have coupled Eqs. (7)- (9) for B z !; r and ' ! with boundary conditions (6) . To solve them, we need additional boundary conditions for B z !; r. The 
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267001-2 problem can be strongly simplified in the case J . In this case at jxj nonlocality is not essential and Eq. (9) can be reduced to the usual local approximate equation,
where q 2 2 ! p q =c 2 is the dissipation due to quasiparticles inside the superconductor. Near the boundary the situation is more complicated because, in addition to a smoothly changing part, the phase has a component decaying at distances of order from the boundary. This extra phase is smaller than the smooth phase by the factor = J but it has a comparable derivative. To derive the boundary condition for the smooth phase ' ! x, we integrate Eq. (9) from intermediate distance ÿx i with x i J up to the boundary x 0. Neglecting small terms proportional to x i and B b ÿx i ; 0 [for B z 0; y 0 =4 2 ], using local approximation at x ÿx i , we obtain the boundary condition for ' ! ,
instead of Eq. (6) for the total phase. Equation (11) allows us to reduce the problem to the solution of local Eq. (10) for the smooth phase with modified boundary conditions and avoid solving the exact integral equation for the total phase, Eqs. (6) and (9). Now we express B z !; r 0 via ' ! . From Eq. (4) follows the relation between boundary fields and ' ! ,
As r x ' ! x ' ! x= J the integral term in Eq. (12) is smaller than ' ! 0 by the parameter = J and we neglect it in the following. The relation between the electric and magnetic field at the boundary is determined by properties of outside media. For dielectric media in the situation wk ! 1 the outside fields are z independent. Assuming no incoming electromagnetic wave and using Maxwell equations, we derive the relation between the field Fourier components at the boundary B z !; 0; k y !; k y E y !; 0; k y ;
!; k y 8 < :
Here the upper (lower) part of !; k y corresponds to the case of propagating (decaying) electromagnetic wave inside the dielectric. Equations (12) and (13) allow us to obtain the boundary fields in the typical case 2 ! k ! x !=c 1 accounting only for the direct radiation coming out of a very narrow dielectric layer with thickness d, i.e., for E y 0; y / y,
Within this approximation, the magnetic field at the junction edge which determines the boundary condition (11) is
Finally, we obtain the boundary conditions for the smooth oscillating phase at both edges in a finite-length JJ:
Direct radiation to the right is given by the Poynting vector,
dyhE y 0; y; tB z 0; y; ti t
In addition, the oscillating current flowing along the lead's edges away from the JJ may induce oscillating charges in the external circuit which will lead to additional (indirect) radiation. The effect of the external circuit is also described by the term of the type Z e !' ! in the right hand side of the boundary condition (16) [5] . An important point is that effects of both external circuit and of direct radiation add in the boundary condition because the Maxwell equations are linear and this allows us to describe them separately. Now we solve analytically Eq. (9) neglecting the effects of the external circuit and using the perturbation theory with respect to the Josephson current [11, 12] in the limit b !, 1 [14] . Taking the solution as '; u ! ÿ bu ; u with ; u 1 and expanding sin'; u, we see that ! u !; u obeys Eq. (10) 
The radiation reaches a maxima at frequencies! ! n n=l with n 1; 2; . . . . The resonance width is determined by both the dissipation l and by direct radiation . The perturbation theory is valid in resonance for j ! 0j bl! ÿ1 < 1 and the radiation power in this linear regime is small, e.g., P rad =w & 10 ÿ6 W=cm for 10 GHz. Next we derive the dc current at voltage V 0 !=2c and estimate Q accounting for direct radiation only. The current I via a JJ is given by the tunneling quasiparticle contribution, I t t Vlw=d, and the Josephson current contribution,
